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ABSTRACT

We analyze the calculation of flux discontinuity factors (FDFs) for use with piecewise subdomain
assembly homogenization. These coefficients depend on the numerical mesh used to compute the
diffusion problem. When the mesh has a single degree of freedom on subdomain interfaces the so-
lution is unique and can be computed independently per subdomain. For all other cases we have
implemented an iterative calculation for the FDFs. Our numerical results show that there is no so-
lution to this nonlinear problem but that the iterative algorithm converges towards FDFs values that
reproduce subdomains reaction rates with a relatively high precision. In our test we have included
both the GET and black-box FDFs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today reactor core calculations are based in a simplified few-macrogroup 3D diffusion calculation with
fully homogenized assemblies and a homogenized reflector. However, the increase in computer power
has awakened an interest in more-detailed core calculations based on per-quarter or pin-by-pin assembly
homogenization [1] which until now were only used for limited applications. In a recent paper [2] a
homogenization technique, that preserves reaction rates as well as surface-averaged partial currents, was
introduced and discussed for applications using transport, diffusion, SPN or Quasi Diffusion as low-
order operators, and covering full assembly as well as pin-by-pin homogenization. When the low-order
operator is diffusion-like this ‘black-box’ (BB) homogenization technique is based on the introduction of
flux discontinuity factors (FDFs) that, similarly to the well-known Kord Smith’s generalized equivalence
theory (GET), [3] require the calculation of boundary values of the transport reference calculation.

The homogenization process is defined in a reference homogenization problem (RHP), usually that of an
assembly in a replicating lattice, and consists on defining homogenized cross sections and discontinuity
coefficients which preserve reaction rates, averaged fluxes and surface integrated values of a reference
transport calculation. For both, BB and GET, homogenized cross sections are obtained from flux weight-
ing and are therefore independent of the low-order operator. For full assembly homogenization with con-
servative boundary conditions the diffusion flux is constant and equal to the assembly-averaged reference
transport flux and therefore the FDFs are independent of the discretization of the low-order operator, but
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this is not true for piecewise assembly homogenization and/or for non conservative boundary conditions.
[2]

There has been a recent interest on the calculation of FDFs for pin-by-pin diffusion calculations either
directly by using the reference transport currents on the boundary of the pins [4] or by zero-leakage cal-
culations with corrections that account for the impact of the cell environment in terms of cell types [5]. In
this work we analyze in detail the case of piecewise assembly homogenization for diffusion calculations
and, in particular, focus on the existence of a solution for the general subdomain homogenization. The
next section discusses the definitions of the FDFs. In the two following sections we analyze first the case
of full homogenization with surface leakage and, second, the general case of subdomain homogeniza-
tion. Conclusions are given in the last section. For our tests we have written a simple finite-differences
discretization of the multigroup diffusion equation which accounts for FDFs and boundary currents. The
formulation used in this algorithm is discussed in the Appendix.

2. FLUX DISCONTINUITY FACTORS

We shall discuss both GET and BB homogenization techniques. The purpose of the homogenization
is to preserve the reference transport reaction rates as well as some surface-averaged boundary values
calculated in the reference homogenization problem (RHP). The latter involves the calculation of a ge-
ometrical domain D, an assembly or a set of assemblies (i.e., a colorset), with prescribed boundary
conditions and, eventually, with the addition of a leakage model. For piecewise homogenization we
consider a subdomain Dr ⊂ D of volume V contained in D.

The starting point is the macrogroup global balance for the subdomain. For the transport reference
calculation this balance reads ∑

k

AkJk + ΣVΦ = VQ, (1)

where the sum is over all the sides of the subdomain, Ak is the area of side k, Jk is the side-averaged net
current exiting side k, Φ and Q are the subdomain-averaged scalar flux and source and

Σ =

∫
Dr

(ΣΦ)(r)dr

VΦ

is the flux-weighted total cross section. All these quantities are integrated over the macrogroup but, for
easy of notation, we do not indicate the macrogroup index. The volume source Q contains fission, scat-
tering and, eventually, the external source. A similar balance equation applies to the diffusion solution for
the homogenized reference problem. With h denoting quantities corresponding to the diffusion solution:∑

k

AkJh
k + ΣhVΦ

h
= VQ

h
.

For both homogenization techniques, GET and BB, surface FDFs are introduced on each side of the
subdomain in order to ensure preservation of the surface leakage, Jh

k = Jk, so that with Q
h

= Q particle

balance leads to reaction-rate conservation, ΣΦ = ΣhΦ
h
. Then setting the homogenized cross section

equal to the flux-weighted transport cross section, Σh = Σ, one also has conservation of the subdomain-
averaged flux for the reference homogenization problem, Φ

h
= Φ. The essential difference between GET
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and BB resides in the way the FDFs are calculated. With the GET homogenization the FDF is given by

f GET
k =

Φk

Φh
k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
re f

, (2)

while for BB homogenization the FDF is defined as

f BB
k = 2

J+
k + J−k
Φh

k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
re f

, (3)

where ‘re f ’ indicates values calculated in the reference problem adopted for the homogenization, the Φk

and the J±k are the macrogroup side-averaged transport flux and partial currents (+ for exiting and − for
entering) and Φh

k is the macrogroup surface-averaged value of the diffusion flux calculated by imposing
as boundary conditions the macrogroup surface-averaged reference transport currents, Jk. The RHP for
the case of a square domain is schematized in Fig. 1.

JN

JS

JE

JW

Figure 1: FHP for a square domain which is homogenized into 3 × 3 subdomains. For each
macrogroup the transport reference solution provides subdomain-averaged reaction rates and
fluxes, as well as averaged partial currents and scalar fluxes at the subdomains interfaces. The
black arrows represent the currents obtained from the reference solution, while the red arrows cor-
respond to the currents defining the boundary conditions (usually zero for a lattice calculation.)

The aim of the GET homogenization is to preserve the asymptotic level of the reference transport flux at
the interface between two subdomains. As shown in Fig. 2 this automatically brings the definition in Eq.
(2) for the calculation of the GET FDFs in the RHP.

On the other hand, BB homogenization aims to preserve the reference transport partial currents at the
interface. This is achieved by introduction of a FDF such that

(J±k )h = f BB
k

Φh
k

4
±

Jh
k

2
(4)

which, for the RHP leads to formula (3).

As stressed elsewhere, [2] the GET homogenization also results in a discontinuity of the partial currents,
Eq. (4) with f BB

k replaced by f GET
k , but does not preserve the reference transport partial currents. Sim-
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Figure 2: The effect of the GET FDF is to ensure the good low-order average flux in two neighbor-
ing assemblies (shown here by the dashed lines.) The continuous curve represents the transport
flux.

ilarly, BB homogenization does not preserve the reference asymptotic fluxes except when the reference
angular flux is linearly anisotropic at the boundary of the subdomain.

For both homogenization techniques the interface conditions between homogenized subdomains in the
final diffusion core calculation are based on the continuity of the component of the current normal to the
subdomain’s interface, J, and on the discontinuity of the surface-averaged flux, Φ, and can be written as

JL = JR, fLΦL = fRΦR, (5)

where the subscript L (R) denotes the left (right) volume and fL ( fR) is the associated flux discontinuity
factor (FDF).

3. GLOBAL HOMOGENIZATION

We consider a RHP with homogenization into a single subdomain. A particular case is when the problem
is conservative so that the reference surface currents vanish, Jk = 0. Then, the solution of the diffusion
problem for the subdomain gives a uniform flux so that Φh

k = Φ
h

= Φ and the FDFs in (2) and (3) are
independent of the discretization of the diffusion operator. This is the familiar case of full assembly ho-
mogenization for a RHP where the assembly has reflective boundary conditions. In this case the transport
solution must provide the value of the side-averaged fluxes, Φk, for GET homogenization or the values
of the side-averaged partial currents, J+

k = J−k , for BB homogenization. These quantities are readily ac-
cessible from discrete-ordinates solutions, in particular when using the method of characteristics (short
or long), but require a special treatment if the transport calculation is done with the collision probability
method.

Next, we explore the case with surface leakage, i.e. some or all the Jk are non zero. Now the values of
the Φh

k’s depend on the diffusion computing mesh. To compute these values we must specify the spatial
dependence of the boundary currents on the diffusion computing mesh. Because the transport calculation
provides only side-averaged currents we shall assume hereafter that the boundary currents are spatially
uniform over each side. Clearly, the solution of the diffusion RHP will preserve reaction rates and the
eigenvalue.
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Table I: Fast group. BB FDFs versus number of meshes.

side\mesh 1 × 1 2 × 2 4 × 4 8 × 8 16 × 16
E 1.1139 1.0376 1.0166 1.0019 .9995
W 1.0117 .9959 .9920 .9911 .9909
N 1.0925 1.0332 1.0109 1.0036 1.0015
S 1.0050 .9961 .9943 .9939 .9938

Table II: Thermal group. BB FDFs versus number of meshes.

side\mesh 1 × 1 2 × 2 4 × 4 8 × 8 16 × 16
E .5428 .8182 1.0432 1.1534 1.1895
W .8802 .9545 .9630 .9640 .9642
N .5583 .8291 1.0440 1.1472 1.1807
S .8833 .9552 .9641 .9953 .9656

As an example we have considered a critical-leakage RHP for a domain comprising one quarter of one
assembly with reflective boundary conditions on the left and bottom and imposed currents on the right
and top. We consider full assembly homogenization with two macrogroups. The true RHP, which is
described in the next section and shown in Fig. 3, is a critical leakage problem for an infinite lattice
whose basic domain is a PWR colorset composed of four different assemblies. But at present we assume
that the RHP is that for the lower left assembly with imposed boundary currents, and use the numerical
transport solution of the larger problem to provide the input currents. We have run several diffusion
calculations to determine the FDFs for different finite-differences meshes and the corresponding values
for the FDFs are displayed in tables I and II.

For each mesh, a multigroup diffusion calculation is run, with uniform boundary currents as set by the
reference values, to provide the side-averaged boundary fluxes Φh

k . Because the assembly is homoge-
neous and the boundary currents are sideways uniform the solution of the calculation satisfies global
balance per macrogroup. Therefore, with the cross sections from flux weighting the averaged scalar flux
equals that from the transport reference and external iterations are needed for the meshes n × n with
n > 1 in order to find the spatial flux distribution. The results in the tables show that accounting for the
diffusion computing mesh is necessary to take into account the discretization of the diffusion operator in
order to determine the correct FDFs.

4. PIECEWISE HOMOGENIZATION

As shown in the previous section, global homogenization has always a unique solution with a set of
boundary FDFs which preserve imposed boundary currents while ensuring reaction rates conservation.
This is not the case for piecewise homogenization. Indeed, in this case the RHP contains several sub-
domains to be homogenized and the FDFs are to be calculated over each common side between two
homogenized subdomains, as well as on the boundary sides of the subdomains. The reference transport
solution provides subdomain wise averaged cross sections and reaction rates and side-averaged currents
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for all subdomains. From the point of view of the diffusion calculation the RHP consists of solving a
coarse group diffusion problem in a domain comprising several homogenized subdomains with given
boundary currents and with interface conditions as in Eq. (5) based on a given set of FDFs. To obtain the
latter one requires to compute the side-averaged interface fluxes Φh

k which, in turn, depend on the FDFs.

This is a nonlinear problem that might have no exact solution. We have performed calculations with an
iterative procedure that consists of solving the RHP with given FDFs and re computing the FDFs for
the next iteration. Once the RHP problem gives the coarse group diffusion fluxes and interface currents,
the computation of the FDFs can be done one by one for each subdomain and for each macrogroup by
solving a ‘global homogenization’ problem as in the previous section but this time accounting for the
detailed spatial variation of the surface currents.

Convergence is checked on the spatial shape of the currents, which depends on the numerical mesh
adopted for the solution of the diffusion equation. There is a particular case when convergence is achieved
in the first iteration and this happens when the numerical approximation used to solve the diffusion equa-
tion involves a single degree of freedom per subdomain side. It is only in this case that the FDFs can be
determined per subdomain by simply solving the subdomain problem with imposed boundary transport
currents. When used in the diffusion solution of the RHP, these FDFs will result in the conservation of
the averaged interface currents and, because the numerical approximation is exclusively based on those
averaged values, it follows that the whole RHP solution locally reproduces the individual subdomain
calculations.

The previous discussion proves that there is a unique solution to the problem of computing FDFs for
piecewise homogenization if the numerical diffusion mesh offers only one degree of freedom per side
of each subdomain. In all other cases there is not such a proof for the existence of a set of FDFs
which reproduce the side-averaged reference transport currents and, therefore, ensure subdomain balance
conservation.

To numerically investigate this problem we have considered a RHP adapted from an assembly colorset
comprising four quarters of different assemblies. [6] Figure 3 depicts the geometry of the colorset prob-
lem which has reflective boundary conditions. Our RHP consists on computing homogenized parameters
(cross sections and FDFs) for a per-quarter homogenization, i.e. a set of homogenized values per quarter
assembly, in two macrogroups. The reference transport calculation provides subdomain homogenized
averaged fluxes, reaction rates and sources for each of the subdomains as well as surface-averaged scalar
fluxes and partial currents for each interface between subdomains. The reference averaged transport
interface currents and assembly averaged fluxes are given in Fig. 4.

The FDFs are computed iteratively, as discussed earlier, and iterations are stopped either because the
interface currents have converged to a preset criterion or because the maximum number of iterations
has been reached. Tables III and IV give the final assembly-averaged diffusion fluxes versus computing
mesh per quarter assembly for BB and GET homogenizations, while detailed maps, including the FDFs
as well, are shown for the 7 × 7 mesh in Figures 5 and 6. As predicted the results for the 1 × 1 mesh
converged in one iteration and reproduced the exact transport averaged fluxes given in Fig. 4. The BB
results for mesh 3 × 3 converged to a relative error on the interface currents smaller than 10−3 in 10
iterations, but for the other two meshes the procedure did not converge within 40 iterations, achieving
a relative precision of ≈ 10−3 and 2 × 10−2 at iteration 21 and 32, respectively, for the 5 × 5 and 7 × 7
meshes. The error in the iterations slowly decreases at first to start slowly increasing later. The behavior
for the GET case was qualitatively similar.
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Figure 3: Model PWR colorset with four different assemblies adapted from reference [6]. A:
quarter of MOX assembly with 2.359 (carrot), 2.993 (mint) and 4.252 (plum) % of fissile Pu. B, C
and D: quarters of UOX assemblies with 1.053, 3.400 and 1.349 % U235 enrichment. The RHP is
a critical leakage lattice problem and the domain is homogenized per quarter assembly.

Table III: BB assembly averaged fast fluxes (in 10−1 units) versus numerical mesh.

mesh/assembly SW SE NW NE
1 × 1 1.0676 0.9143 0.9655 1.0904
3 × 3 1.0366 0.9233 0.9785 1.0998
5 × 5 1.0163 0.9220 0.9789 1.1216
7 × 7 1.0206 0.9242 0.9811 1.1127

The diffusion averaged fluxes in Tables III and IV show that only the values for the 1 × 1 mesh are
equal to the reference transport ones. This means that no exact solution was found for the other meshes.
Therefore, these results do not preserve the averaged reaction rates per quarter of assembly. The relative
errors in the reaction rates can be obtained as

∣∣∣∣1 − Φ
h
/Φ

∣∣∣∣, where the Φ are the reference fluxes (1 × 1

mesh results) and the Φ
h

are the diffusion averaged fluxes in the Tables. It would seem that the behavior
of the nonlinear problem for the FDFs is similar to that found when using equivalence theory, [7],[8]
in that the problem accepts local minima but there is no proof for a unique solution (a zero minimum),
regardless of whether or not one obtains positive homogenized values.

Nevertheless, because the diffusion solution only depends on the ratio of the FDFs across an interface,
there is no need for the computation of the side-averaged transport fluxes nor for the partial currents on
internal subdomain boundaries, the only thing that is needed are the currents. Indeed, interface conditions
(5) on the common side between two neighboring subdomains use discontinuity factors of the form in
(2) or in (3) and the reference transport values in the numerator of the FDFs are identical so they can
be replaced by an arbitrary constant, say 1. The only transport quantities necessary for the calculation
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0.0936
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Figure 4: RHP for colorset problem. Transport averaged fluxes (in bold) per subdomain in 10−1

units and interface averaged currents in of 10−2 units. Boundary currents (red arrows) are zero.

Table IV: BB assembly averaged thermal fluxes (in 10−1 units) versus numerical mesh.

mesh/assembly SW SE NW NE
1 × 1 0.0936 0.2902 0.2738 0.2177
3 × 3 0.0914 0.2937 0.2781 0.2194
5 × 5 0.0900 0.2932 0.2783 0.2234
7 × 7 0.0903 0.2940 0.2790 0.2218

of the FDFs is therefore the side-averaged net currents, Jk, which are necessary to solve the diffusion
problem and get the Φh

k . Again, these currents are easy to obtain from the method of characteristics but
not from the collision probability method. Finally, the reference Φh

k or J±k will be only necessary for the
subdomains with sides on the perimeter of the assembly or domain defining the RHP.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our numerical results show that an exact solution for a RHP comprising subdomain homogenization is
not possible if the numerical diffusion mesh has more than one degree of freedom for the approximation
of the fluxes along the sides of the subdomains. This is not a problem for pin-by-pin diffusion calcu-
lations which will be surely run with one computation point per cell, because this precision is enough
for the calculation and to keep running time relatively low. However, this is not the case, for typical per
quarter of general piecewise homogenization, where the domains are large enough to require numerical
discretization with several mesh points. It is for this case that we have investigated an iterative calcu-
lation of the FDFs. Our results show that there is in general no solution or, if there is one, then the
reference transport averaged fluxes are not exactly reproduced. However, the errors on the reaction rates
are limited to relatively small values.

Our analysis was based on results obtained with a method based on finite-differencing of the diffusion
equation. Such a numerical scheme may be realistic for pin-by-pin core calculation but, most often,
one would use finite elements or transverse nodal methods for the general case of piecewise assembly
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Figure 5: BB assembly FDFs and averaged fluxes for mesh 7 × 7.
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Figure 6: GET assembly FDFs and averaged fluxes for mesh 7 × 7.

homogenization and, in particular, for per quarter assembly homogenization. These numerical schemes
give several degrees of freedom per volume and also per surface of every homogenized subdomain and
it is for them that this analysis has been done. From our numerical experience we conclude that an
approximated set of FDFs can be computed by an iterative procedure and that one may expect that in
most of the cases these factors will closely reproduce the subdomain reference reaction rates for the RHP.
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Appendix: FINITE DIFFERENCES DISCRETIZATION OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION

The continuous diffusion equations reads

∇ · J + ΣΦ = Q,

J = −D∇Φ. (6)

We consider a Cartesian mesh comprising homogeneous cells. Let nD (1, 2 or 3) be the dimension of the
geometry so that each cell has 2nD faces. We adopt a cell-centered discretization scheme. Integrating the
first equation in (6) over cell a of volume Va yields

∑
b

AabJa→b + ΣaVaΦa = VaQa. (7)

Here the sum is over all the 2nD faces of the cell, Aab is the area of face b, Ja→b is the surface-averaged
net current exiting the cell via face b and Φa and Qa are, respectively, the cell-averaged flux and source.

In order to compute this current we shall use a finite-difference approximation together with interfaces
conditions or boundary conditions, depending on whether face b is the interface between cell a and its
neighbor cell b or is a face on the boundary of the domain.

1 Interface conditions

We note x the coordinate in the direction of the outward normal n+ at face b. Then the interface conditions
between cells a and b consist of current continuity and flux discontinuity,

J−a→b = J+
a→b = Ja→b,

fabΦ−ab = fbaΦ+
ab = Φab, (8)
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where J±a→b = limε→0 J(xbd ± ε), Φ±ab = limε→0 Φ(xbd ± ε), Φab is the reference surface-averaged flux at
the interface, fab and fba are the discontinuity factors for cells a and b at interface ab and

J(x) =
1

Aab
n+ ·

∫
Aab

dS J(x, x⊥),

Φ(x) =
1

Aab

∫
Aab

dS Φ(x, x⊥).

xab xb

abFaF
bF

abF+

abF
-cell a cell b

a®bJ -
a®bJ+

xa

Figure 7: Two neighboring cells showing current continuity, J−a→b = J+
a→b = Ja→b, and flux discon-

tinuity, fabΦ−ab = fbaΦ+
ab = Φab, at the interface.

Next, we use the second equation in (6) to compute

J−a→b = −αa(Φ−ab − Φa),

J+
a→b = −αb(Φb − Φ+

ab), (9)

where

α = 2
D
∆

and ∆ = V/Aab is the length of the cell in direction x. Also, in Eq. (9) we have used a finite-differences
approximation, between the center of the cell x = (x− + x+)/2 and the interface xab, for the derivative of
the flux and we have assumed a linear variation so that Φ(x) ∼ Φ.

With the help of (9), current continuity leads to an expression for the reference interface flux,

Φab = fab fba
αaΦa + αbΦb

fbaαa + fabαb
, (10)

which, in turn, yields the current at the interface

Ja→b = −
αaαb

αa + rabαb
(Φb − rabΦa), (11)

where

rab =
fab

fba
.
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2 Boundary conditions

We consider a general boundary condition of the form

Jbd + Jin = γΦbd, (12)

where Jbd is the net current leaving the domain, Φbd is the flux at the boundary and Jin and γ are pa-
rameters. For γ = ∞ we have the zero flux boundary condition Φbd = 0, for γ = 0 we have a net
current condition Jbd = −Jin (which for Jin = 0 gives a reflection condition Jbd = 0); finally for
γ = (1/2)(1 − β)/(1 + β) and Jin = 0 we get the albedo boundary condition J− = βJ+ for the partial
currents leaving (+) and entering (−) the domain

J± =
Φbd

4
±

Jbd

2
.

Let b denote one side of a cell a on the boundary of the domain. With the notation used in the discretiza-
tion we have the replacements Jbd → J−a→b and Φbd → Φ−ab. The exiting net current J−a→b is given again
by Eq. (9). Replacing this expression in boundary condition (12) yields

Φ−ab =
αaΦa + Jin

αa + γab
(13)

and
J−a→b =

αa

αa + γab
(γabΦa − Jin). (14)

For γab = 0 we have Φ−ab = Φa + Jin/αa and J−a→b = −Jin so that Jin stands for the total entering current.
For γab = ∞we have the zero-flux boundary condition Φ−ab = 0 with J−a→b = αaΦa. Finally for the albedo
boundary condition with Jin = 0 and γab = (1/2)(1 − βab)/(1 + βab) we have Φ−ab = αaΦa/(αa + γab) and
J−a→b = γabΦ−ab.

3 Final equations

By replacing expressions (11) and (14) in (7) we obtain a system of equations for the cell-averaged
fluxes:

MaaΦa +
∑
b∈int

MabΦb = qa, ∀a. (15)

Here the sum is over the neighboring cells and

Maa = ΣaVa −
∑
b∈int

Mba +
∑
b∈bd

Aab
γabαa

αa + γab
, Mab = −Aab

αaαb

αa + rabαb
,

qa = VaQa +
∑
b∈bd

αa

αa + γab
AabJb→a.

The equation for cell a contains a diagonal term and 2nd off diagonal terms, where 2nd is the number
of neighbors and nd is the dimension of the geometry (1, 2 or 3). Note that the off-diagonal terms are
negative while all the contribution to the diagonal terms are positive. We also have the relations
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Mba = rabMab,

rabrba = 1.

Finally, note that

|Maa| −

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑b∈int

Mab

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = ΣaVa +
∑
b∈int

(rab − 1)Aab
αaαb

αa + rabαb
.

Hence, system of equations (15) is neither symmetric nor has diagonal dominance, except if rab = 1
∀a, b. We note that interface and boundary currents as well as interface fluxes can be recovered once the
cell-averaged fluxes have been calculated.

4 Matrix coefficients and surface-integrated diffusion currents

The matrix coefficients are computed using the expression

Mab = −2∆ab
DaDb

∆bDa + rab∆aDb
,

where ∆ab is the contact area and ∆a and ∆b the perpendicular region sides; for regions interior to a
homogenized subdomain we have Da = Db and rab = 1 and this expression simplifies to

Mab = −2
∆ab

∆a + ∆b
Da.

cell a cell b

Fa(r) Fb(r)D
ab
(r

)

Da Db

Figure 8: Two neighboring cells a and b showing notation for two neighboring regions at their
common interface

Surface-integrated diffusion currents

Assume cells a and b are homogenized and that rab is the ratio of discontinuity coefficients along their
common side ab. When a submesh is used to decompose further the cells for the final diffusion calcula-
tion one has
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Ja→b∆ab = −2
DaDb

∆bDa + rab∆aDb

∑
r

∆ab(r)[Φb(r) − rabΦa(r)],

where the sum in r is for all neighbor regions along the common boundary ab, ∆a and ∆b are the common
lengths of the regions on both sides of the interface, ∆ab(r) is the area on the interface common to regions
of index r and Φa(r) and Φb(r) the respective region-averaged fluxes.
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